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Transport in Stochastic Fibrous
Networks
Some fundamental issues concerning the design and performance of stochastic
structures are examined, stemming from application of advanced fibrous electrode
strates in NiMH automotive cells. These electrodes must resist corrosion and loca
ures under hundreds of charge/discharge cycles. Such fibrous materials can be effe
used as substrates for chemical reactions because of their combinations of high s
area and high conductivity. Key questions concerning the relationships among co
tivity and conductivity, scale and variability in material response are addressed.
techniques are developed and compared for use in predicting these materials’ cond
ity. The first approach uses a statistical technique in conjunction with an adaptatio
classic micromechanical models. The second approach uses the statistical gene
technique, followed by an exact calculation of 2D network conductivity. The two t
niques are compared with one another and with classic results. Several important
clusions about the design of these materials are presented, including the importan
use of fibers with aspect ratios greater than at least 50, the weak effect of mod
alignment for unidirectional conductivity, and the weak power-law behavior of cond
tivity versus volume fraction over the range of possible behaviors.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1322357#
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I Introduction: Transport in Battery Substrates
Recently-developed substrate materials for production of p

tive electrodes for NiMH~nickel-metal hydride! batteries are
comprised of two or more phases and generally have high po
ity. In construction of a cell, these open networks of nickel fib
and/or particles are packed with an active material, whose c
stituents are depleted and replenished during the cell reaction.
substrate is an open network, which acts in the cell as a gri
both contain active material and enhance conduction in the p
tive plate. An example of this type of material is shown in Fig.
Maintenance of high conductivity~achieved through both high
nickel mass and sufficient surface area! of the substrate is essen
tial to proper function of the cell. Conversely, low substrate m
is desirable in the cell, since high energy densities require
total cell weight. For these reasons, careful design of low-c
substrates requires precise prediction of substrate conducti
based on microstructure. Low-cost production techniques@1,2# are
available to produce these materials, but each induces inhe
variability in the material. The lowest-cost production metho
are papermaking-type processes, which result in materials
nearly random architecture. Some control of fiber orientation
be achieved in this general class of materials, as has been do
the case of fibrous materials for use in preforming, in polyme
composites, but at sometimes significant cost penalty. St
length and fiber diameter, however, can generally be sele
easily.

One mechanism by which progressive damage occurs in
Ni/MH substrate is swelling in the positive plate due to the fo
mation of theg-NiOOH phase, which is of lower density than th
b-Ni~OH)2 . This g-phase is largely unrecoverable in the elect
chemical reaction. Accumulation of this compound in the posit
plate ~particularly during overcharge! leads to fatigue upon
charge/discharge cycles of the electrodes, which limits cell per
mance@3,4#. The prime effect of this mechanical damage is in t
loss of conductivity in the positive plate. Another mechanism
significantly reduced conductivity in transport behavior is
gradual deposition of nickel onto the main network from small
interconnecting particulate outcroppings on the fibers@5,6#.

Contributed by the Materials Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF ENGI-
NEERING MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY. Manuscript received by the Material
Division April 14, 1999; revised manuscript received July 31, 2000. Associate T
nical Editor: J. W. Ju.
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Dry conductivity of the substrate~conductivity of the substrate
before it is loaded with active material! has been shown to be
correlated with superior electrode performance. It also provide
convenient proof test for manufacturers. Thus, the key goals of
present work are

1 to accurately predict electrical conductivityof these random,
porous structures, as a function of readily controllable microstr
tural features,

2 to accurately predict the variability in the measured condu
tivities ~resistivities! in as-manufactured materials, so that me
surement of conductivity~resistivity! can be used as a proof-tes
of material quality, and also because of the dependence of pe
mance variability upon material variability, and

3 to assess the benefits of precise placement of fibersas square
grids or hexagonal foams, in comparison to placing fibers in s
tistically random orientations.

ch-

Fig. 1 Scanning electron micrograph of a nickel substrate
„positive plate … used in the Ni ÕMH cell. The material pictured is
comprised of nickel fibers, sinter bonded into a network of ap-
proximately 97% porosity „National Standard, Advanced Fiber
Substrate material ….
2001 by ASME Transactions of the ASME
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The present approaches developed to address these issue
compared with work in effective medium theories, and in netwo
percolation.

Statistical Description of, and Determination of Percolation
in Fibrous Media. Broadbent and Hammersly@7# were prob-
ably the first workers to formally study percolation threshold
introducing lattice models for fluid flow through statistically ra
dom media. Later, Kallmes and Corte@8# addressed the problem
of percolation in fibrous networks by developing basic relatio
ships among number of fibers, bonds, segment lengths and
density, based on probability and trigonometry, as

Nc5
1

2
~11e2H!

Nf
2l2

A S 1

p
2

e2p

6 D (1)

where
Nc : number of bonds~fiber crossings!
Nf : number of fibers
H 5 Nflv/A
A: area
l: fiber length
v: fiber width
e: eccentricity of orientation

and the distribution function for the fibers~2D! is represented by
the first two terms in a Fourier series as

Q~u!51/p1e cos 2p (2)

For a statistically random material,e50. Thus the resulting num
ber of crossings for a fibrous network, where fibers have stat
cally random orientation~and centers are located via a 2D Poiss
point process!, is given by

Nc5
~11e2H!Nf

2l2

2pA
(3)

This model @1,9# represents a simple, closed-form solution f
bond density in a 2D array of fibers, and can be used in conju
tion with semi-empirical approaches to predict effective cond
tivity. One early and influential example of such a semi-empiri
approach was put forward by Kirkpatrick@10#, wherein percola-
tion thresholds were identified based on ‘‘bond’’ or ‘‘lattice’’ pe
colation; in simulation results for simple 2D and 3D cubic lattice
a power law form was observed to related conductivity andp
~bond fraction!, as

G~p!}~p2pc!
t (4)

The values oft and pc , the exponent and critical~percolation!
bond fraction were postulated to be determined by structure. T
power law relation was also postulated for use in determin
critical volume fraction, using the same exponentt, as

G~n!}~V2Vc!
t (5)

whereV is conducting volume fraction andVc is the critical vol-
ume fraction. The exponentt, as determined for a particular typ
of microstructure, can be used to empirically fit a power-law
crease in conductivity with added material. Stauffer@11#, for ex-
ample, proposed use of universal values of 1.3~2D! and 1.7~3D!
for t.

Classic work by Pike and Seager@12,13# focused specifically
on fibrous structures. They identified percolation thresholds
1-D fibers via Monte Carlo methods, and compared these w
existing analytical solutions for a few particular cases. Balb
and Binenbaum@14,15# evaluated effects including aspect ratio
fibers, anisotropy in networks, and distributions of lengths. O
general result of the latter work was that anisotropic systems w
found to have higher percolation thresholds than fully isotro
~random! systems, per an analytic result. In all cases, unit cells
simulations were generated by placement of fibers in a cell, w
the centerpoints located by Poisson point processes~2D!. Fibers
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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extending beyond the boundaries of the cells were appare
truncated. Work on conduction in short fiber composites@16# has
been similarly interested in identification of percolation. Som
published work using Delaunay networks has also shed ins
into the conduction of fibrous materials@17,18#; these have fo-
cused particularly on effect of scale in solution. As such, th
offer another way of representing 1D fibers, but in a triangula
network which similarly does not take direct account of mater
‘‘wastage’’ as it occurs in real materials~i.e., fiber ends which do
not provide connectivity in the network but nonetheless contrib
to overall mass!.

Closed-Form Effective Media Approaches. There is a large
body of literature available on the conductivity of model micr
structures comprised of two or more phases~see, for example, the
review of Meredith and Tobias@19# for solutions in electrostatics
and Batchelor@20# for generalized media!. These solutions can be
applied to the current case of a porous fibrous medium if o
phase of a heterogeneous media studied is assumed to be
conductive. A general governing equation for such models may
written as Laplace’s equation

¹2U50 (6)

where U is electronic potential. Compatibility conditions~e.g.,
electric flux! are enforced at the phase boundaries. In the cas
‘‘high-contrast’’ materials, i.e., materials wherein the phases h
very different conductivities great simplification is achieved. Se
eral of these approaches result in the same general solution
effective conductivity or bulk modulus@21–23# as

K5
~k112k2!22 f ~k22k1!

~k112k2!1 f ~k22k1!
k2 (7a)

wherek1 andk2 are the conductivities of phases 1 and 2,f is the
volume fraction of phase 1, andK is the conductivity of the het-
erogeneous medium. This, in turn, can be reduced to an exp
sion for effective conductivityK̄ ~i.e., the conductivity of the po-
rous medium normalized by the conductivity of the conduct
phase, phase 2! as

K̄5
2 f 8

32 f 8
(7b)

where f 8 is the conductivity of the conductive phase~i.e., f 851
2 f !, and the other phase is an insulator. In the fibrous mater
under consideration, the conductive phase, comprised of the p
bonded fibers, is the continuum~‘‘matrix’’ ! phase, although it
comprises a small total volume fraction of the material. Thus,
contrast to geometries studied in classic approaches, the
tinuum phase~fiber! has both small total volume fraction and hig
conductivity relative to the inclusion phase.

Regular Lattice Approaches. Several workers, particularly
those working on foams, have developed relations for the ef
tive properties of regular lattices, in both 2D and 3D@24,25#. In
the present study, we are interested in comparison of stoch
structures with regular structures, in order to evaluate whether
higher inherent cost of regular microstructures is merited by
provement in conductivity. Two of these provide good compa
sons. The first is the case of a square lattice comprised of rod
orthotropic arrangement having conductivity along the fiber dir
tions of

Keff

K f
5

Vf
Rod

2
(8)

The second is for a hexagonal array comprised of rods, wh
similarly has conductivity given by~8!. The latter case is an iso
tropic arrangement. The optimal placement of fibers for cond
tion in a single direction would be of course a parallel arran
ment of fibers, with axes aligned in the direction of current. T
resulting conductivity in this case is simply
JANUARY 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 13
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Keff

K f
5Vf

Rod (9)

which represents the upper bound on all fiber arrangements
unidirectional conduction. The other two cases represent up
bounds for 2D conduction.

II Transport in Fibrous Media: Stochastic Approaches
Neither the statistical/percolation, nor regular lattice, nor eff

tive medium approaches can adequately predict variances in
ductivity. And, although there are theoretical bounds on cond
tion, of series and parallel resistors, they provide too wide a ra
of possible results to be practical, especially at the lower bou
where resistors in series have zero conductivity.

Present Approach: Network Generation. An alternative
method for generating 2D stochastic fiber structures has been
veloped and is used in two new methods presented here. A c
plete illustration of the computational network generation a
proach is shown~Fig. 2!. Fibers of a given staple length~relative
to the unit cell dimension, and described hereafter asL/Lu! and
orientation distribution function are placed randomly in a unit c
via random location ofx- and y-coordinate of the centerpoint
within the cell boundaries~Fig. 2~a!!. Fiber ends lying outside the
unit cell are ‘‘wrapped’’ back inside the cell, creating a period

Fig. 2 Network generation approach „after Cheng et al. †5‡…. A
stochastic array of 1D fibers „a… is modified to enforce period-
icity, then nonconductive ends are removed to assess the ef-
fective volume fraction utilized for unidirectional conductivity
„b…
14 Õ Vol. 123, JANUARY 2001
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structure. Then, extraneous ends are numerically ‘‘trimmed,’’
unidirectional current flow, i.e., all fiber ends and segments int
secting the sides of the cell transverse to current flow are eli
nated~Fig. 2~b!!. This eliminates unnecessary computation, a
allows assessment of the volume of material conducting curr
The use of periodic boundary conditions allows straightforwa
selection of properties which apply equally to the material as
whole, and to the unit cell, such as fiber volume fraction a
average orientation. In the absence of use of periodic conditio
these parameters~volume fraction, orientation distribution func
tion! change for each realization/simulation, depending upon h
many fibers are ‘‘cut off’’ by the cell’s boundaries. This proce
was automated in a computer program, and used to generat
networks studied here.

Connectivity in Network Structures. We define ‘‘utilized
volume fraction’’ as the volume fraction of fibers for a reduce
network in the case of unidirectional current flow. Fibers spann
the unit cell transverse to the direction of current~with direction
chosena priori! are eliminated, as in Fig. 2~b!. Current direction
is left-to-right. This eliminates some of the fiber segments wh
span the unit cell transverse to the flow direction, and is thu
conservative estimate of utilized volume fraction; this point
further discussed later. Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the results
simulations on microstructures containing several types of c
ductive fiber shapes. The first two plots show network charac
istics for the case whereL5Lu . Figures 3~a! and 3~b!, give, re-
spectively, the utilized volume fraction versus the initial volum
fraction ~averaged data from twenty simulations at each condit
are shown!; and the effective network conductivity versus numb
of bonds, over a range of aspect ratios (L/D5100, 50, 10!. Fig-
ures 4~a! and 4~b! give the corresponding results for staple lengt
chosen to be 1.5 times the dimension of the unit cell (L/Lu

Fig. 3 „a… Utilized volume fraction versus original volume frac-
tion, and „b… bond density, for various aspect ratios, for the
case where the staple length is equal to the unit cell length.
Twenty simulations were performed for each case; averaged
data are shown.
Transactions of the ASME
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51.5); these plots are provided to demonstrate robustness o
sults ~i.e., lack of strong scale effect! in a regime typical of
Ni/MH substrate materials.

The utilized volume fraction assessment offers a means
evaluating how much material is ‘‘wasted,’’ in the sense tha
network is designed either to transmit current or bear load. I
important to identify how much added mass improves connec
ity, as well as conductivity, versus added mass which simply c
tributes to nonconducting ‘‘ends’’ of the network. Even for th
conservative method chosen, where only fiber segments carr
current for unidirectional flow are preserved, the utilized volum
fractions are quite close to initial at moderate-to-high volu
fractions for aspect ratios greater than around 50~Figs. 3~a! and
4~a!!. For aspect ratios around 10, however, these utilized fr
tions are quite low~less than one half! compared to the initial
volume fraction, even at moderately high volume fractions
around 50%. In all materials, however, utilized volume fracti
represents only a small fraction of initial volume fraction at lo
density~volume fractions less than around 10%!. This result sug-
gests one of two approaches to estimate conductivity, descr
later.

The highly nonlinear dependence~note the log scale of the
abscissa! of conductivity on bond density is seen in Figs. 3~b! and
4~b!. Again, the lower aspect ratio material (L/D510) is much
slower to ‘‘percolate;’’ averaged data are shown so that fami
of curves can be compared, but variance in these values is q
high. Bond density, or number of bonds for a given number
fibers, is an important indication of network connectivity.

The closed-form result described earlier@8# as given in Eq.~3!,
based on a nonperiodic structure, is compared to number of b
for the periodic approach here, in Fig. 5, for three aspect ra
~100, 50, and 10!. Note that despite the network reduction f

Fig. 4 „a… Utilized volume fraction versus original volume frac-
tion, and „b… number of bonds, for various aspect ratios, for the
case where the staple length is 1.5 Ã unit cell length. Twenty
simulations were performed for each case; averaged data are
shown.
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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unidirectional current in all cases, the number of bonds is un
fected in the simulation results: only segments or portions of s
ments connecting the network to the sides parallel to the cur
direction were removed; all bonds, however, were preserved
shown, the closed-form~nonperiodic! model results in predictions
of number of bonds well above those in the simulations, for l
volume fractions. This overprediction is quite severe for low

Fig. 5 Number of bonds versus volume fraction—simulations
using the present network generation approach versus the the-
oretical prediction of Kallmes and Corte †8‡. Results are shown
for three aspect ratios of fibers, „a… L ÕDÄ100; „b… L ÕDÄ50, and
„c… L ÕDÄ10. In each case, 10 simulations were performed, and
results shown are Á1s.
JANUARY 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 15
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aspect ratios~i.e., comparison of Figs. 5~a! and 5~c!! shows less
correlation between the model and simulations at lower volu
fractions!. This situation is reversed at higher volume fractions
the two higher aspect ratio cases~L/D5100 andL/D550, as in
Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!!: simulations predict higher bond density tha
the closed-form result. Generally, variance in bond number is v
high, and as one would expect, much higher for low aspect r
fibers.

Conductivity of Network Structures: Two Approaches.
The divergence of the simulations from closed-form results,
the high variability exhibited by low-density structures in bo
bond density and volume utilization suggests two microstructu
approaches to predict conductivity and variance in conductiv
as described in the following sections.

Effective Volume Approach.This first technique involved
generation of networks according to specific parameters, and
calculation of utilized volume fraction in each case~as in Figs. 3
and 4!. This volume fraction was used as the conductor volu
fraction in the effective medium, or here, porous medium the
(K̄ calculated withf 85 f u , andK̄ plotted versusf 85 f i , per Eq.
7~b!! to generate a conductivity for each simulated~initial! vol-
ume fraction. Conductivities were generated for a number
simulations, at a given initial volume fraction. Conductivity
plotted versus initial volume fraction in each case. By perform
the statistical geometry simulations separately, the approach
lowed prediction of conductivity for a presumably more we
connected microstructure based on the reduced, or utilized,
ume fraction. In each case, unidirectional current flow w
assumed, amounting to a very conservative estimate of mat
volume fraction involved in conduction for an ostensibly 2D is
tropic stochastic network.

Resistor Network Approach.The second technique involve
an exact calculation of network conductivity based on a mode
each simulated~reduced! structure as an array of series or parall

Fig. 6 The resistor network approach „a…, as in Fig. 4, are used
to construct equivalent circuits „b…
16 Õ Vol. 123, JANUARY 2001
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arranged fiber segments. Each segment length was used to
the resistance of the segment, assuming each had identical r
tivity, as

Ri5
r fL i

Ai
5

Li

Aikf
(10)

where
Ai . . . cross-sectional area ofith fiber
Li . . . length ofith fiber
r f . . . resistivity of ith fiber
kf . . . conductivity of the fiber material

Figures 6 illustrate, with the network in Fig. 6~a! ~shown with
periodic conditions enforced, but not reduced! converted to the
resistor network shown in Fig. 6~b!.

This method was compared to Kirkpatrick’s postulated relatio
ships, per Eq.~5!, with the exponentt51.3 ~as suggested by
Stauffer @11#, andVc54.2 ~as suggested by Balberg and Bine
baum@14,15#, among others!. This power-law relationship is plot-
ted with the upper bound, and the prediction of porous medi
theory~per Eq.~7b!! and with simulations, reported61s, in Figs.
7. Comparisons are made for aspect ratios of 100, and a w
range ~Fig. 7~a!! as well as a magnified range at low volum
fraction ~Fig. 7~b!! are shown.

Fig. 7 Comparison of effective conductivities from a classical,
semi-empirical percolation approach „after Kirkpatrick †10‡ us-
ing tÄ1.3 per Stauffer †11‡ and VcÄ4.2, per Balberg and Binen-
baum †14‡… with simulation results, the theoretical upper bound
„parallel model … and the degenerate result of classical micro-
mechanics; aspect ratios are L ÕDÄ100 in all cases. Twenty
simulations are shown in each case, with error bars denoting
Á1s. A large range is shown in „a…, with the smaller range of
volume fractions enlarged in „b….
Transactions of the ASME
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The semi-empirical approach@10,11# generally underestimate
the conductivity of the porous fibrous structures generated, as
culated from an exact resistor network approach. The percola
point for such networks~for aspect ratios;100! is around 4.2
~this result was confirmed by experimental observations also
Sastry@26#!; as such, the percolation model cannot predict c
ductivities below that point, despite the fact that some of th
networks will percolate, although there will be a great deal
variance in properties below the percolation point. Nonethel
these materials are technologically important for use in substra
and materials of around 5% volume fraction are commonly us
Given the proximity of these materials’ volume fractions to t
percolation point, determination of the likely variance in prop
ties in this range is critically important. As shown in Fig. 7~b!, the
percolation model is reasonably accurate in predicting likely p
colation, but again, the model predicts deterministically a sing
valued conductivity, where the variance is quite high.

III Comparison of Methods
The disparity between the current approach of network gen

tion and predictions of closed-form approaches, and between
prediction of the conductivity using the resistor network approa
and the semi-empirical percolation approach or the porous
dium theory, have been described. The methods developed
namely, the ‘‘effective volume approach,’’ wherein the network
initial volume fraction of conductive material is corrected to

Fig. 8 Simulation „Á1s… conductivities versus volume frac-
tion, plofted versus the effective medium theory „Eq. „7b…… and
the upper „parallel … bound „Eq. 9…. Data shown are for L ÕL u
Ä1, L ÕDÄ100. Two techniques are shown, including „a… the re-
sistor network approach and „b… the effective volume approach.
Twenty simulations were run for each case.
Journal of Engineering Materials and Technology
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simulated ‘‘utilized’’ volume fraction, and the ‘‘resistor networ
approach,’’ wherein an exact calculation of the network cond
tivity based on an equivalent series-parallel resistor arrangem
to the generated microstructure, are now compared. Figures 8
9 show comparisons of each of these two approaches with
porous medium theory~Eq. ~7b!!, the upper bound~parallel
model!, the result for two regular lattices~square and hexagona!
and each simulation technique, forL/D5100. Figures 8~a! and
9~a! show comparisons~reported for twenty simulations, eac
condition, as61s! for the resistor network approach; Figs. 8~b!
and 9~b! give analogous comparisons for the effective volum
approach. Plots are given for two aspect ratios~to verify robust-
ness of the technique!: L/Lu51 ~Fig. 8! andL/Lu51.5 ~Fig. 9!,
respectively. In all cases, variances are quite high. Resistor
work calculations, however, show greater variance in propert
with lower overall conductivities, in all cases, than the effecti
volume simulations.

IV Comparisons With Experiments
Several materials~Table 1! were tested using an eight-prob

resistivity apparatus@1,6,27#. The materials tested in this stud
were tested in the as-received condition; other work by the pre
authors has tested these materials in the post-cycled and
pressed condition~ibid.!.

In all cases~Figs. 10!, the resistor network approach gives be
ter predictions of both resistivity and variance in resistivity th
either the effective volume approach or the porous medi
theory. In all cases, the particulate content in the networks

Fig. 9 Simulation „Á1s… conductivities versus volume frac-
tion, for L ÕL uÄ1.5, L ÕDÄ100, for „a… the resistor network ap-
proach and „b… the effective volume approach. Twenty simula-
tions were run for each case.
JANUARY 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 17
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considered as fibrous material, thus providing an imperfec
matched microstructure~more detail on this issue is provided b
Cheng and Sastry@28#!. However, the predictions were acceptab
for the 18% and 5% materials, and the two techniques develo
bounded the results for the other two volume fractions~7% and
3%!.

V DiscussionÕConclusions
Use of these stochastic approaches allows determinatio

probable connectivities, conductivities and variances in cond

Fig. 10 Experimental data for resistivity versus simulation Õ
model predictions. Two types of material, National Standard
Fibrex „7% and 18% by volume … and AFS „3% and 5% … were
studied. Each was comprised of a blend of fibers and particles.
Simulations were performed for the aspect ratios and staple
lengths reported by the manufacturer. Five simulations were
run for each case.
UARY 2001
ly-
y
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tivities. Moreover, the predictions differ from those of classic
approaches, while allowing direct estimation of variances.

Network ConstructionÕPercolation. A classical closed-form
solution for bond density for a network of 1D fibers@9# gives
somewhat different results than the numerical approach here.
divergence in predicted bond density can be significant if a se
empirical percolation model is used@10,11#, but again, such a
model gives only a single-valued prediction.

The lower prediction, in general, of the network resistor a
proach with the effective medium approach in material conduc
ity, coupled with the higher predicted variance, suggests that
stochastic construction of the microstructure is an important f
tor. Even at relatively high volume fractions, in fact, the effecti
volume approach deviates significantly from the porous med
theory, and exhibits high variance, so that one can conclude
the stochastic nature of such materials should be accounted
even in these cases. Regular architectures of similar~high! volume
fractions would offer much improved performance~i.e., higher
conductivity with low variability!; it is in the lower volume
fraction regime where disordered structures would likely
advantageous.

Use of Regular Lattice Structures. An important question is
whether the use of microstructurally-regular lattices~square or
hexagonal! is merited, given their typically higher cost. The met
ods presented here allow detailed comparison of such mate
with the stochastic structures of present interest. Longer fib
(L/D.;100) must be used if percolation in networks is to
achieved for low densities~,5% volume fraction!; in the case of
lower aspect ratio fibers, lattices have a clear and unambigu
advantage for all densities. However, this advantage is mark
less pronounced for volume fractions.10% in high aspect ratio
materials, wherein conductivities are reasonably close to thos
perfectly regular lattices. Indeed, the effective-volume simulatio
predict conductivities exceeding those of the lattices. This te
nique, however, generally overestimates conductivity~i.e., under-
estimated resistivity!.

Effect of Alignment in Stochastic Structures. The effect of
moderate-to-high alignment in these fibrous materials~attendant
to many paper-making processes! is a concern if fully 2D conduc-
tion is required. The resistor network approach was found to b
superior indicator of both conductivity and variance in conduct
ity, and was thus used to evaluate this effect~Figs. 11!. Networks
containing fibers oriented according to normal distributions w
generated, with increasing alignment in a single direction. In
first plot shown~Fig. 11~a!!, conductivity in the direction of align-
ment is reported; in the second~Fig. 11~b!!, conductivity in the
direction transverse to the direction of alignment is reported.
one would expect, alignment in a particular direction enhan
conductivity in that direction~Fig. 11~a!!. But, interestingly, a
very highly aligned network produces a lower conductivity than
Transactions of the ASME
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slightly misaligned network in these stochastic networks~compare
results atsa510 deg versussa520 deg for orientation,a, in Fig.
11~a!!. This is due to the effect of scale: a slight misalignme
causes fiber crossings for lengths on the same order, or less
the length of the side of the simulation domain. For a high
aligned network, there will be a greater number of fibers which
not span the cell, and thus register as nonconductive. This
gests that alignment studies should be conducted over a l
range of sizes, although the general result is likely valid in a r
material. The converse situation, wherein conductivity is m
sured transverse to the direction of alignment, is also import
Figure 11~b! gives the results of our calculations~compare with
Fig. 11~a! for the equivalent fully random networks!. For a fairly
wide range of alignments, results for transverse conductivity
largely unaffected. Thus, moderate (sa.;70 deg) alignment ap-
pears to have little effect on the predictions here.

Future Work. These results suggest that stochastic fibro
networks can be satisfactorily characterized~at least for transport
properties! with the simulation techniques described. Closed-fo
approaches describing both structure and behavior do not
equately describe the variability inherent in these structures.
ture work will address the effects of scale in greater detail, p
ticularly differences in scale for mechanics and transport.

Fig. 11 Evaluation of the effect of alignment in networks, for
transverse conductivity. Networks with varying degrees of
alignment in the x-direction were generated, as shown in „a…
„here, for a volume fraction È20%, L ÕDÄ100, L ÕL uÄ1, and av-
erage and standard deviation of orientation with respect to the
x-axis of 0 and 10 deg, respectively …. Effective conductivites
versus orientation were then calculated via the resistor net-
work approach „as measured by standard deviation of orienta-
tion of fibers following a normal distribution for orientation ….
Twenty simulations were run for each case, and Á1s results
are shown. „a… parallel; „b… transverse.
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